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Academic Affairs Council 
July 9, 2009 

 
Minutes of the Meeting 

 
The Academic Affairs Council met in Pierre on Thursday, July 9, 2009 with the following 
persons attending:  BHSU, Kristi Pearce; DSU, Cecelia Wittmayer; NSU, Tom Hawley; 
SDSMT, Duane Hrncir; SDSU, Laurie Nichols and Mary Kay Helling; USD, Chuck Staben 
and Lynn Rognstad; BOR, Sam Gingerich, Paul Turman, Cathy Anderson, Trudy Zalud, 
and Jodi Gabriel. 
 
 
 
Item 1 Agenda 
The following items were added to the agenda: 

• Item 6.A.5 BOR Policies 2:7 and 2:26 General Education 
• Item 6.R Mobile Computing Update 
• Informational Items 

 
 
 
Item 2 Minutes 
M/S by Cecelia & Duane to approve the May minutes as submitted.  Any changes 
should be sent to Sam and Jodi at the BOR office.  Motion carries. 
 
 
 
Informational Items 
Discipline Councils 
Sam commented that the social science discipline council would like to continue.  He 
encouraged the VPAAs to continue to have conversations on campus with 
representatives of the discipline councils.  Please pass along any questions or if there is 
anything that the BOR office can do to help, let Sam know. 
 
 
 
Item 3 Consent Agenda Items 

Item 3.A.1 Program Modifications – SDSU 
SDSU has submitted a program modification to the Allied Health track of the BATS 
degree for articulation with the technical institutes.  This proposal ties to the 
changes recently approved to the Allied Health program.  No comments were 
received.  The proposal will move forward to the next COPS and BOR meetings. 
 
Sam encouraged the VPAAs to review the DOE agenda for July 16.  LATI is 
adding a series of programs in the agricultural area and SETI is developing a one 
year certificate that overlays with the health informatics program. 
 
Sam will also talk to Mark Wilson. 
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Item 3.A.2 Program Modifications - DSU 
DSU has submitted a request to place their Minor in music on inactive status 
effective the summer semester 2009.  No comments were received.  The 
proposal will move forward to the next COPS and BOR meetings. 
 
 
Item 3.B.1 Course Modifications – BHSU 
BHSU has submitted the following course modification proposals.  The requests 
will move forward to the Executive Director for consideration and if approved, 
be reported to the Board in August on the Interim Actions Report. 
 
New Course Request 

1) TECH 387 Building Inspection I 
 
 
Item 3.B.2 Course Modifications - USD 
USD has submitted the following course modification proposals.  The requests will 
move forward to the Executive Director for consideration and if approved, be 
reported to the Board in August on the Interim Actions Report. 
 
New Course requests 

• COUN 705 Career Development for Human Resource Professionals 
• COUN 731 Counseling Issues in Culture, Diversity, and Advocacy 
• CSC 408 Social, Ethical & Legal Aspects of Computing 
• EMPA 704 Facilitation and Conflict Management 
• EMPA 720 Executive Public Administration 
• EMPA 788 Professional Report 
• LAW 814 Constitutional Law Selected Issues 
• LAW 816 International Environmental Law & Policy 
• LAW 817 United Nations Law 
• PHPH 420/520 The Biology of Women Across the Lifespan 
• POLS 434/534 Interest Group Politics 

 
Revised Course requests 

• ESCI 411/511 Principles of Geomorphology 
• MATH 361 Modern Geometry 

 
 
Item 3.C.1 Reports 
No report. 
 
 

M/S by Cecelia & Kristi to approve all consent agenda items.  Motion carries.   
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Item 4.A.1 New Program Request - USD 
USD has submitted a new program request for an MA in Addition Studies.  This is 
scheduled to move forward either to the August or October Board meeting.  Any 
comments to be included in the COPS memorandum should be sent to Paul Gough. 
 
Cecelia asked about the new Executive Director’s perspective on the appropriate 
number of credits for a program.  Sam commented that based on a short conversation 
with Dr. Warner, he does like a list of electives within a major that is short and focused.  
The 120-hour guide has been talked about publicly as an “efficiency” initiative.  Sam 
added that for the past decade, this system’s primary efficiency initiative has been 
bases on the management of low-enrolled courses with the 7/10 rule.     
 
He also suggested that when looking at price savings in our system, we look at 
remediation.  There are more savings to discuss than reducing credit hour requirements. 
He felt that reviewing the management of these courses would be more beneficial to 
the system in terms of savings.  Sam commented that there are math programs 
available that are technology based that could help students with math remediation.   
My Math Lab is one program that may help students be successful.  Cecelia added 
that DSU used the My Math Lab program and piloted it at the high school level.  
Students took the compass test and if they tested into MATH 021, the students took the 
program and then post-tested and overwhelmingly tested into MATH 102.  The results 
were amazing.   
 
Laurie remarked that maybe we should look at piloting 20-25 courses that are the most 
common courses.  We could look at student success, more cost effective ways to 
deliver the curriculum.  Sam felt that there would be more savings here than reducing 
credit hours.  
 
Sam commented that the DOE is talking about high graduation requirements.  If we 
think the math lab is important, it’s something that we will need to find a way to do it.  
Tom added that there are a couple of key educators in the state advocating exactly 
what Sam is talking about. Sam added that the BOE is under pressure to get the 
graduation tracks down to 2 tracks rather than 3 tracks yet this fall. 
 
The large school districts are looking at the number of students they need to serve who 
they believe will not be successful on the advanced track.  The other push is in the small 
schools.  The default curriculum for them has become the SDOS curriculum.  They want 
more flexibility.    
 
Sam felt the SDOS curriculum is the driver and the parents are pushing.  Kristi felt that 
there is a gap between the high school graduation requirements and our own issues 
with the development of courses.  Remediation numbers have been dropping for a few 
years now.  The number of students completing the ACT core curriculum is increasing, 
which is the advanced track for the DOE.   
 
This discussion may be part of an agenda item for the retreat. 
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Item 4.B New Certificate Requests 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 4.C New Site Requests 
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 4.D Intent to Plan Requests  
No report. 
 
 
 
Item 5.A EUC Update 
Cathy commented that she is working on the upcoming EUC retreat in September 
which will focus on training and collaboration.  This will include a session focusing on 
developing a strategy to strengthen the course and program review.   
 
Sam had drafted a letter to the EUC group to clarify the approach to issues being 
discussed.  A copy of the letter was distributed.  Sam commented that people from the 
campuses don’t seem to know the mission of EUC or their role in this mission.  Some 
have worked on the EUC from its inception and do have a grasp on issues.  Others are 
not sure what their role really is.  He has outlined in the letter the operational issues that 
EUC needs to address. 
 
The EUC site currently is inoperable.  We had an offer to develop an EUC website but it 
got wrapped up in discussions on our own internal website and it has not been able to 
move forward. 
 
In the memo, Sam asks the VPAAs to make sure that the EUC representatives know their 
mission.  People in these positions need to be able to make some decisions for the 
institution.  He felt it was AAC’s responsibility to make sure that steps are taken to make 
EUC more functional so we can better serve students.  The direction needs to come 
from AAC. 
 
How does the website situation affect the EUC with the higher learning commission?  
Cathy is trying to arrange meetings to bring people in to help us meet those reviews.  
The underlying issue is if you are moving outside the SAS statement, you must seek 
approval from the HLC. 
 
Cecelia commented that there are three things she would like to get from the EUC 
website: 

1) Course scheduling history 
2) Program approvals 
3) Course approvals 
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She felt the marketing portion could be done by DSU.  Chuck agreed that the one 
aspect of EUC that has not served the institutions has been the course inventory.  
 
Laurie felt that if the intent of the EUC is to monitor, then it is not really helpful.  But if the 
role is more quality assurance and making sure we have quality programs, then it is 
worth it.  It’s all on the philosophy and approach of the EUC.  But she felt that 
historically, the campuses may still feel that the EUC is a heavy handed approach and 
more monitoring than quality assurance.  She added that the quality enhancement 
that is there has been very helpful to the institutions.  She felt we needed to work on the 
philosophy of the EUC and how we could help the campuses with online programming. 
 
Tom felt that in the beginning there was a passion and commitment but felt that has 
fallen off the table.  NSU was not very serious about its role and that is something to 
address on campus.  However the institutions need to know what the EUC’s role is.   
 
Sam felt that the EUC was founded on the premise of saving the investment of 
developing an online course.  Some members did not feel the cost of developing an 
online course was as much as everyone expected.  Chuck added that USD sees the 
primary function for the EUC as marketing and maintaining a list of online courses 
offered and a history of what has worked and has been offered, i.e. course rotations.   
 
Cathy explained what EUC is doing now and the issues of using Colleague for the 
course inventory.  Currently the courses offered and the rotation is maintained on a 
spreadsheet.  This information needs to be assessable to institutions and students in 
order to plan their course of study.   
 
Sam said he is hearing the frustrations coming from campuses who are aggressively 
trying to develop more online courses and programs.  Cecelia felt that the energies of 
the EUC should be put into EUC website rather than Facebook, etc.  She appreciated 
the memo outlining the vision of Sam and Cathy. 
 
Sam asked the VPAAs to take an active role and visit with the EUC director weekly.  The 
goal is trying to get this mission to become part of the culture at the institutions.  SDSU, 
USD, and DSU members are engaged in the EUC.  SDSMT, BHSU, and NSU have not 
been as significant in the discussions and culture. 
 
Sam concluded that we are in need of an EUC storefront.  He and Cathy are working to 
make this happen.  Given what the system is doing with the ready adult program, it 
makes sense to keep the EUC as a marketing tool.  EUC is the logical place.  VPAAs 
need to talk to the EUC directors on campus and get them engaged. 
 
Kristi added that we need to market the EUC as a storefront for the campuses and 
change the perception that it is here to support the campus functions rather than be 
the watchdog.  EUC also has the authority to approve the courses and programs online 
by monitoring quality.   
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Item 6.A.1 Designation of Honors at Commencement and Honors at Graduation 
AAC discussed a system approach to the designation of honors to students at 
commencement.  At this point in time, the campuses do use different strategies to 
designate honors at commencement.   At three of the institutions, DSU, NSU, and SDSU, 
in addition to the GPA requirements, if a student has 64 or more credits at the end of 
the preceding semester, the student is identified in the program as an honors 
candidate.  At the other three institutions, BHSU, Mines and USD, a student’s enrollment 
in the current semester is included to determine honors at commencement.   
 
DSU thought that the policy should benefit the student but SDSU’s registrar’s office felt 
that the student should complete the requirements first.  Lynn felt it was worse not to 
recognize the honor for the student at graduation who actually does end up with 
honors rather than those few that are recognized but do not actually get the honors 
officially.  Tom concurred. 
 
AAC recommended that the system move to more liberal guidelines to benefit the 
student.  AAC agreed that for the determination of honors at commencement, the 
credit hours in which the student is enrolled should be included.  The GPA used will be 
the GPA at the end of the preceding semester. 
 
M/S by Tom & Lynn to establish that as a common practice all institutions will include the 
credit hours in which the student is enrolled in the determination of honors at 
commencement.  Motion carries, 5-1 with SDSU voting no. 
 
Sam will circulate a memo to the campuses to formalize this. 
 
 
 
Item 6.A.2 BOR Policy 2:17 - Awarding of Degrees Posthumously 
Sam has proposed a revision to BOR policy 2:17 to include a section on awarding 
degrees posthumously.  Jim Shekleton had previously suggested that the last sentence 
in the first section be noted as “continuous” enrollment. 
 
2. Awarding of Posthumous Degrees 
 

A. In rare occasions, the Board will authorize the awarding of a posthumous 
academic degree in recognition of meritorious but incomplete work that 
represents substantial progress toward degree completion.  Most 
commonly this will be granted in those cases where the student was 
enrolled in good standing and in the final phases of degree completion at 
the time of death.  However, since these are honorary awards, exceptions 
to this guideline may be made.  For example, when the student’s death 
occurred under extraordinary circumstances such as while participating in 
a university sponsored activity or while on military duty, it may be 
recommended that degrees be awarded to individuals with fewer credit 
hours completed.  Exceptions may also be made for other mitigating 
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circumstances such as those cases where chronic illness or some other 
intervening factor prevented continuous enrollment. 

 
B. The President will forward the institution’s recommendation for Board 

consideration.  The recommendation should address the deceased 
student’s standing and provide adequate justification for the award.   

  
C. Each institution shall establish a procedure for initiating and reviewing 

recommendations which will include at a minimum a review by the 
faculty and administrators with oversight of the deceased student’s field 
of study.   

 
D. Recommendations from the institution must be submitted to and acted 

upon by the Board of Regents prior to the commencement at which the 
degree will be conferred. 

 
M/S by Chuck and Kristi to approve the proposed language as amended and move 
the policy revision forward to the next COPS and BOR meetings for consideration.  
Motion carries.  Any suggestions or changes should be sent to the BOR office. 
 
 
 
Item 6.A.3 BOR Policy 2:17 – Awarding of Degrees for Non-enrolled Students 
Sam has proposed a revision to BOR policy 2:17 to clarify that students must be actively 
enrolled in the semester that they graduate and meet the requirements of the degree, 
or they must meet the requirements that are in place at the time they request the 
degree be granted.   
 
Paul felt this revision would also clarify requirements as he works forward on the adult 
ready program.   
 
3.  Catalog of Graduation for Undergraduate Students 
 

A. Students who change their degree seeking status from one Regental 
university to another Regental university are assigned the catalog of 
graduation that corresponds to the term they are admitted to their new 
degree granting university. 

  

A.B. Students who are not currently enrolled and who petition to graduate 
based on coursework previously completed at a Regental university are 
assigned the catalog in effect during the term they wish to graduate.  

 
M/S by Tom & Laurie to approve the proposed language to BOR 2:17 and move 
forward to the next COPS and BOR meetings for consideration.  Motion carries.  Any 
suggestions or changes should be sent to the BOR office. 
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Item 6.A.4 BOR Policy 2:10 – Honors Designation Post-baccalaureate 
The graduate school at USD is proposing a change to BOR policy 2:10 to establish 
authority for institutions to grant honors to recipients of post-baccalaureate degrees, 
which is currently not included in system policy.   
 
8. Honors Designation at Graduation 
 
A. Post-baccalaureate Degree  
 
The institution granting the degree determines the Honors Designation for its post-
baccalaureate graduates.  Common practices of the academy and of the specific 
discipline shall be followed. 
 
M/S by Duane & Chuck to approve the proposed language and move forward to the 
next COPS and BOR meetings for consideration.  Motion carries.   Any suggestions or 
changes should be sent to the BOR office. 
 
 
 
Item 6.A.5 BOR Policies 2:26 and 2:7 General Education 
Sam has proposed revisions to BOR 2:7 and 2:26 to take out the reference to hours 
required for Goal 7.  This was inadvertently included and approved by the BOR in June 
2007.  Since the set of courses that meet this goal are all included in the requirements 
for other goals, this requirement does not add credit hours to the core curriculum.  The 
intent of goal 7 was that the requirements would be met within the requirements of the 
other goals. 
 
M/S by Tom & Chuck to approve the revision and move forward to the next COPS and 
BOR meetings for consideration.  Motion carries. 
 
 
 
Item 6.B.1 ESC Review Task Force 
Sam commented that there was a review of the ESC conducted last fall and 
recommendations for changes/improvements were made.  One suggestion was that 
ESC be assigned the responsibility for transcripting equivalent courses for a set of 
common courses that are accepted in transfer from regional colleges and universities.  
AAC discussed this approach last September. 
 
If an institution accepts a course in transfer, then according to BOR policy the 
equivalency is set.  Historically each institution has been doing the review of these 
courses.  Do we want to approach this at a system level?  There are a few variations in 
the way these common courses are accepted so do the institutions want to retain the 
ability to make their own determination?   
 
Sam suggests that the discipline councils work with the data from the universities from 
whom we most frequently accept a set of courses.  If the discipline council agrees that 
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the course equates to a system common course, then the course equates to that 
course at all the system institutions. 
 
Trudy added that if AAC did agree to a table, she could add the table to colleague 
and campuses could use this approach rather than doing themselves the analyzing of 
the courses in question for transfer and what the courses equate too. 
 
When would the university analyze the transcript?  SDSU evaluates all transcripts 
whether or not the student enrolls in their university.  Laurie felt that they could not 
advise the student if they don’t know what classes they have credit for.   
 
Sam added that the real concern is turn around time.  Lynn agreed that the timing issue 
is critical.  The transcripts cannot sit at ESC waiting to be analyzed.  Sam replied that this 
would be an understood requirement.   
 
Sam continued that past history would be used to develop the database.  Most 
institutions may already have a database that they are currently using.  The group 
would identify the institution and courses that have been identified as equating to 
certain courses.  This would become the list of courses that have been accepted at 
one institution and would be reviewed by the discipline council, where there may be 
discrepancies.  If they cannot come to a decision, it would come to AAC. 
 
The ESC would not establish equivalent courses.  They are only using the table that has 
already been established as equating one course from a certain university to another 
course within our system.  For all institutions but SDSU, ESC enters the data from the 
transcripts.   
 
Chuck felt that the transfer database would then need to be available to everyone, 
including students.  Sam felt that ESC would only be dealing with 20 or less institutions 
but the database will have the majority of the courses.  The database would be very 
stable.   
 
Sam suggested that if AAC decides to go this route, AAC should also review the 
cooperative agreements with the community colleges at the AAC level rather than just 
at the BOR level.  If one institution enters into an articulation agreement with a 
community college, the entire system is held to transferring those courses.  He felt that 
AAC should be looking at those agreements with more scrutiny.   
 
Sam felt that AAC should make a strong statement to the institutions that this process is 
going to happen.  It all has to come together in order to make this work.   
 
 
 
Item 6.C VSA Update 
Paul commented that he has been studying the sampling requirements for the “value 
added” testing and noted that the institutions will need to have an initial round of 
testing on the critical thinking/writing essay next year in order to have the appropriate 
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data.  Paul updated AAC on different data that has been compiled regarding the VSA 
testing. 
 
Paul provided a table to show that smaller institutions could sample a lower number of 
students and still obtain reliable and valid results.  There are a small number of first time 
freshmen for some of the institutions and we may have the ability to lower the number 
of testers.  He has put together the most reasonable number for each of the campuses.   
 
Paul is doing the cost analysis and will work with the assessment group on the 
implementation of the VSA testing.  Paul added that a CAAP representative is coming 
to talk to the system assessment committee.  He would like AAC to review the table and 
recommend approval.   
 
Has there been more discussion at the BOR level to eliminate the rising junior exams if 
we are doing freshmen and senior testing?  Paul replied that he will be talking to the 
new executive director.  He felt that we will need to do the testing for the first round as 
originally planned at this time.  Paul and Sam will continue to have discussions with Dr. 
Warner.   
 
M/S by Laurie and Kristi to approve the table that Paul has provided indicating the 
recommended sample size of testers at each institution.  Motion carries. 
 
 
 
Item 6.D Review of Academic Programming Databases 
Sam commented that he and Paul met with campus representatives a couple weeks 
ago and commended those people involved and how well they were engaged with 
this project.  He got the impression that they were happy to have a chance to work on 
cleaning up the data.   
 
Sam has listed the issues that need to be addressed by AAC on page 2.   
 
#1 descriptors 
Sam commented that the majority of the problems that we have in the data system are 
described in this section.  The guidelines for establishing the descriptors were generated 
but not really implemented.  Sam suggested that Trudy and Carla work with MOCC to 
clean up this portion of the database.   
 
AAC concurred and would like Trudy to take this to MOCC/Carla Reihe for 
implementation and provide a spreadsheet of the changes to AAC when completed, 
possibly for the September AAC meeting. 
 
#2 tracking majors 
Sam commented that the system needs to be able to track students in certain 
programs.  Previously we did this by assigning a tracking major to the student.  Cecelia 
agreed that we did do this when Dr. Gough worked with the DOH on the number of 
students in the pre-professional programs.  She felt that we did need to come up with a 
better indicator to identify these students. 
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AAC asked that Trudy take this to the MOCC group and provide a recommendation to 
AAC.  Institutions need to be able to track students for certain pre-professional 
programs but there may be other strategies to use rather than creating “majors”. 
 
#3 teacher education 
Laurie commented that tracking of teacher education students is a problem at SDSU.  
Their teacher education students are coded within their disciplines.  Sam added that it 
is hard to come up with an accurate count of students in the teacher education 
programs. 
 
Paul commented that the institutions do a better job of coding so we know what 
program they are admitted to.  Those interested are clearly on a track but how can we 
get them to show up on reports if they are not admitted formally to a teacher 
education program?   
 
Cecelia felt that previously AAC talked about this and thought that it was decided that 
education majors would be CIP coded with 13’s, regardless of what college the 
education major was located in.  Sam concurred and felt that although the 
recommendation was made, it was complex and was not implemented throughout the 
system.  Laurie did not feel that coding the program with CIP 13’s would work on all 
campuses.   
 
Sam commented that we do a good job of tracking the teacher education students 
and what we report to the public.  What is on the horizon is that the federal 
government expects all teacher education programs to report how many students are 
in “high demand” programs and how many students they have graduated from  and 
what they are doing to increase graduates in these areas.  He felt that it would come 
down to IPEDS reporting and getting these numbers accurate.     
 
AAC asked Sam to take the teacher education coding issues to the education and the 
arts and sciences discipline councils for resolution. 
 
#4 coding specializations 
The institutions will discuss the coding issues at their institutions and AAC will discuss this 
further at a later meeting. 
 
Cecelia felt that the coding decisions need to be consistent between issues #3 and #4.  
Sam agreed and added that these are not being coded consistently among the 
universities.  Cecelia felt that since the BOR approves specializations, they should be 
coded at the specialization level. This is not what is currently being done. 
 
Trudy commented that currently specializations are coded to the institutions’ request.  
Some prefer to have the specialization coded as part of the program and some do not.  
It’s what has been done historically at the institution. 
 
The institutions will discuss the coding issues at their institutions and AAC will discuss this 
further at a later meeting. 
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#5 other issues 
Sam said nothing more has come forward so far.  Everyone had clean up issues.  Rather 
than having them fill out each form, it will be done in memo form, hopefully by 
September meeting.    
 
 
 
Item 6.E Administration at ACT DANTES Testing Centers 
Paul commented that last fall, the DANTES testing centers were authorized to do ACT 
testing on different test dates.   
 
AAC agreed that ACT exams administered at DANTES Testing Centers are indeed 
official and the scores will be used to determine admissions/eligibility standards.    Paul 
will revise impacted guidelines to clarify that the DANTES testing centers were 
authorized by ACT to conduct ACT testing on different testing dates.  Paul will also add 
language to the SDOS website as well. 
 
 
Item 6.F IGR Assessments 
Paul commented that the system assessment committee met in July and discussed 
institutional plans for assessing the IGR.  He asked the assessment committee reps to 
review and provide materials that show campus assessment efforts.  DSU’s website was 
sent out to SAC and AAC members for review.  Paul would like to go back to the 
assessment committee and ask them to use DSU’s template as common 
documentation of assessment plans commonly used in the system. 
 
AAC supported Paul’s position to approach assessment plan documentation 
commonly throughout the system using DSU’s template. 
 
 
 
Item 6.G Information Literacy Update 
Sam commented that the issue on information literacy came up through the system 
library council.  The librarians created an ad hoc group, they met, and the result is the 
discussion on whether Goal 7 is being met.   
 
Will this group continue to meet?  What is AAC’s preference?  Mary Kay felt that since 
the courses are in English and Speech, faculty from those disciplines should be included 
in these discussions.   
 
Sam will email Scott Ahola and ask him to include faculty from those disciplines in his 
group meetings.   
 
Kristi commented that assessment methods document accomplishments and 
competencies for each of these goal areas, which can be measured beyond the 
standard tests.  This issue may also be driven through the system assessment committee.   
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Tom agreed that this should go back to the assessment committee and talk about what 
we are doing for assessment of general education.  Paul agreed with Kristi and Tom in 
having the assessment committee review what is currently being done for assessment of 
all general education goals. 
 
Paul agreed that the assessment committee should talk about it and come up with a 
system plan to assess the general education goals.  We would do this every three years 
or something and show how we are approaching the assessment of general 
education.  The assessment strategies for these goals are the courses that we have 
already in place. 
 
VPAAs will send to Sam the names of representatives to be included in the discussions 
of the information literacy group.  These representatives should include the Speech and 
English disciplines.   
 
M/S by Chuck and Kristi that Sam should send a message to the current information 
literacy group and request that they include the new representatives in their meetings 
and also talk to their assessment coordinator to understand how the requirements for 
Goal 7 are currently met.  Motion carries. 
 
 
 
Item 6.H Tech Fellows Activities 
Sam commented that he does plan to visit with Monte and Dr. Warner on the activities 
for tech fellows.  Lynn added that USD would like to use these assignments for web help 
also.  Sam responded that the activities need to be defined on what they are doing, 
when helping students in a mobile computing environment for instance.  Lynn added 
that she would like them to provide software support.  USD has tried to make the 
experiences meaningful or valuable for them in the past.   
 
Sam commented that we need to be specific in the activities that the institution would 
like to use the tech fellows.  If the institution wanted to use these to support faculty using 
technology in the classroom, we need to define what kind of support the tech fellow 
will provide to a faculty member in the classroom. 
 
Chuck suggested that the tech fellow could do a structured visualization in a chemistry 
lab, for instance, and possibly take the role of almost a teaching assistant.  Sam agreed 
that articulating and defining these types of activities would be workable.   
 
TAC has submitted a list that could be included as activities for the tech fellows on 
campus.  AAC should articulate and define activities that they would like for the tech 
fellows.   
 
The lists of activities will be submitted to Sam & Jodi by Wednesday, July 15.  Monte is 
providing an item to the COPS meeting this month.  Sam will also be talking to Monte 
and Dr. Warner.   
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Item 6.I AAC Retreat Agenda 
The October retreat for AAC will include a joint meeting with RAC on the afternoon of 
October 15.  Current topics will be conflict of commitment, conflict of interest, and 
assignment of faculty.  A tour of the Homestake mine is being organized for those 
persons interested. 
 
On October 16, AAC will meet on the campus of BHSU.  Time will be allowed for 
members to tour the campus.  Staff suggest that academic efficiencies be the topic of 
discussion. 
 
Members of AAC should forward other recommended items for either meeting. 
 
 
 
Item 6.J BOR Retreat 
Sam reviewed a tentative list of topics that may be included in the BOR retreat for 
discussion.   
 
 
 
Item 6.K Study Abroad Insurance 
Janice reported that she has been working with Sarah Wittmuss at USD and discussing 
study abroad student insurance.  SAC has also seen this and had a good discussion on 
the issue.  Should faculty members have the insurance as well? 
 
Overall, SAC supports this issue.  If there is enough desire, we could try to do system 
policy with a better rate.  What is AAC’s insight on this? 
 
Janice explained that USD is ready to move forward but thought we may be able to 
get better rates if we do a system policy.  Sam added that while we require students to 
purchase the insurance, if we can get this into place for faculty members too, we 
would have a little protection for us and the family member.   
 
AAC felt that a system policy that could be offered to faculty members would be 
beneficial to all.  Faculty would have a choice to purchase or not.   
 
Janice will work with Sarah and Brooke at USD and get the rates out to institutions as 
soon as possible.  The institutions would like to implement the program yet this fall.   
 
Chuck added that USD is looking at two policies ~ one that would suffice for a shorter 
trip and another for a longer exchange program, i.e. a year duration.  They would like 
to see the system offer both policies to the students. 
 
AAC supported the effort to require insurance for students who are engaged in 
sponsored travel/study abroad and to offer faculty an option to also purchase 
insurance under a system group policy.  Janice and Sarah Wittmus from USD will work 
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together to implement a program effective this fall or as soon as a policy is available.  
The rates will be sent to the institutions as soon as possible for review. 
 
 
 
Item 6.L Pandemic Planning 
Sam said that a pandemic in Argentina has closed a university there for 7-10 days.  
What’s highlighted is that isolation works best and isolation may be suggested for South 
Dakota if necessary.   
 
Chuck commented that the universities could be more responsible by contacting the 
SD DOH now rather than waiting until there is a pandemic.  Sam concurred and 
remarked that this action would be done as part of each university’s plans.   
 
Sam added that this item is here for the reason that Chuck suggests.  The campuses 
should be proactive and have these conversations on campus now. 
 
 
 
Item 6.M Preregistration Dates 
Sam commented that AAC proposed moving preregistration dates for spring 2009 one 
week earlier in the semester and this was approved.  The issue has come back to COPS 
and is referred to AAC for reconsideration.  Are there other options or opportunities to 
move registration even earlier?  Completing preregistration earlier will allow campuses 
to work with those students who did not preregister. 
 
Sam commented that midterm grade reporting seems to be the hold up.  Grades are 
assigned based on work to midterm and faculty have a week afterwards to enter the 
grades and students have another week to look before starting preregistration.     
 
Are there limits in colleague on how many students can be registering at the same 
time?  Cecelia commented that when we first went to WebAdvisor, preregistration 
needed to be stretched out because of the limitations on the system.  Sam felt that the  
system may have been upgraded and we may have more flexibility than we have had 
in the past.    
 
Kristi reported that Dr. Schallankamp would like students to register when they return 
from spring break.  Then the institution could start their advising process earlier.  Much of 
the advising issues seem to be resulting from faculty and managing time.  The goal is to 
increase the faculty involvement with students.   
 
Laurie added that President Schallenkamp sees this issue as a retention problem at 
BHSU because preregistration is a week or two before the end of the semester and then 
students leave campus before they get registered.  By the time the faculty get the list of 
students who have not registered, it’s finals week and some students are gone then too.   
 
Sam suggested that we take out the week for reporting grades.  The only grades that 
are being entered are deficiencies.  He did not feel a full week was needed.   
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Can we go to 2 weeks for preregistration rather than 3 weeks?  Why do we have 
specific dates for preregistration?  Paul added that some of these issues may affect the 
holds put on the SDOS recipients and may also affect financial aid.   
 
Sam has asked Suzanne to research to see if there are still limits in colleague on how 
many students can interact in the program at the same time?  He felt that the 
efficiency of the system should have been updated by now where the limits could be 
increased.   We may have more flexibility than we have had in the past.    
 
VPAAs should talk to campus personnel to see what other options there may be relating 
to preregistration and midterms.  Sam encouraged AAC to talk to faculty members and 
see if they really need a week to enter grades if the only grades entered are 
deficiencies. 
 
The discussion will come back to AAC in September. 
 
 
 
Item 6.N Conflict of Commitment Subcommittee 
Recently, separate councils have discussed the system’s conflict of interest and conflict 
of commitment policies and guidelines.  BOR policy 4:35 was recently formalized and 
common guidelines and forms will now be used.  A smaller group from AAC and RAC 
was appointed to continue to review the conflict of interest/commitment policies.   
 
Jim added that the goal is to update our policy on conflict of interest and expand it to 
address some other issues that can arise as we expect personnel to work on research 
activities outside the institution.  We don’t want to treat it just as a conflict of interest in 
just research and technology but should apply to academic and research and 
technology as well.  
 
The current conflict of interest policy should be backed up with procedures that will 
document authorizations and provide a calendar framework for moving forward.  Jim 
would like to have this all into place before starting the next round of negotiations with 
COHE.  We have currently bargained that faculty members make a disclosure of 
conflict of interest.  The conflict of interest and conflict of commitment needs to tie 
together so we have a seamless system.  Next year, this will become part of the 
contract negotiations. 
 
The new subcommittee will include people from both AAC and RAC.  Chuck has 
agreed to chair the new committee to work on the conflict of commitment issues.  
Laurie also agreed to serve if necessary.  Duane felt that the RAC member from SDSMT 
would serve on the committee.  BHSU, DSU, and NSU will send their recommendations to 
Sam.   
 
 
Item 6.O Discussion of International Agreements & Study Abroad Programming 
Deferred to September.  
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Item 6.P Centers & Institutes 
SDSMT has instances where centers and institutes overlap with some academic 
programs.  The institution has had structures previously that have kept these entities 
apart so SDSMT is restructuring.   
 
VPAAs should send information on what they are doing with centers and institutes to 
Duane as he is starting discussions at SDSMT. 
 
 
 
Item 6.Q Dual Credit 
Sam remarked that AAC previously discussed the issues with DWU and questions have 
risen about courses from Mt. Marty now too.  If anyone has any issues or concerns there, 
they should let Sam know.   
 
Sam added that Dr. Warner is a supporter of dual credit.  There will be more discussions 
to follow on quality courses for college-ready high school students.   
 
Cecelia did not feel that whether the student pays the tuition or not should factor into 
whether or not the student earns credit for the course.  Sam responded that the issue is 
whether all the students in the class are enrolled for college credit for the course not if 
they were paying tuition.   
 
Chuck added that if the student can demonstrate proficiency, then it shouldn’t matter 
when or how they got the proficiency and should be able to earn the credit.   
 
As a note, WDTI is partnering with Rapid City public schools to promote dual credit in 
the west river area.   
 
 
 
Item 7.A Coding of Faculty with Split Appointments 
Janice Minder joined the meeting for this discussion. 
 
Janice reported that with the implementation of the banner system, there is 
expectation that routine reports can be generated about faculty and staff.  However 
there are different coding processes used at the institutions that make it difficult to 
report accurate data.  Different groups have discussed coding of faculty and AAC 
appointed an ad hoc committee to submit recommendations. 
 
A working group was established to review this and the group identified that the 
primary position should be coded in 5 different categories: executive, line administrator, 
program administrator, faculty/research faculty, and all others.   
 
Sam said that the issues seem to be more within the HR/BAC arena.  We want to go to a 
common rubric of coding faculty, deans, etc.   Since we work with a common HR 
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system, we do need to provide routine reports to certain people.  So we are now going 
to a common reporting coding system.  We need to have clean data. 
 
Cecelia was concerned about a difference between the department head and the 
program coordinators, who do not evaluate faculty members.  They are afraid that 
they will then be out of the unit.  Sam commented that there are separate codes that 
do exist that need to be moved from department heads to program coordinators.  
Cecelia argued that ¾ of their assignment is teaching but will now be included into 
another category.  Faculty with an administrative code may be pushed out of the unit. 
 
Sam commented that the driving issue is that we cannot find people with administrative 
responsibilities.  This is a clear reporting issue, nothing more.  How do we define these 
class codes?  We have never clearly done this before and we must maintain flexibility 
for the campuses.  Do we need to define the levels?   
 
Laurie felt that it would be helpful to have the levels defined for all class codes.  Janice 
will add these definitions to the spreadsheet that was distributed earlier.  We need to 
clearly define faculty with split assignments to facilitate system reporting. 
 
Sam added that AAC and BAC have both been reviewing this issue for quite some time 
now.  As noted, a small working group was set to also look at this and they have 
forwarded a recommendation for resolution of the issues.   
 
Will this also address the reporting of effort requirements?  Janice responded that the 
indicator is trying to get to the workload and the effort and workload tie together.  
Whether the effort is primary or secondary, the question will remain on how much work 
are they putting into the job.   
 
 
 
Item 7.B Coding of Faculty – CIP Codes 
Janice commented that the institutions have identified a CIP code for each faculty 
member on campus.  In some cases, the CIP is not included in the Oklahoma study, 
which is used to determine salary increases.  Some campus personnel did not feel 
comfortable questioning the CIP code and Janice was not comfortable not asking the 
VPAAs for their opinion on how to handle differences.   
 
Lynn commented that she has been doing this at USD for years.  Lynn assigns a CIP 
code to anyone that is missing a CIP.  Cecelia added that she assigns CIPs based on 
the new list of codes.  If there isn’t one there when she makes the salary determination, 
another CIP is chosen that is close.  These may be changed back throughout the year 
so the correct CIP is used, but another may be used for the salary policy.  It is very 
confusing and frustrating.   
 
Sam added that the 2010 CIP codes were released yesterday.  Cecelia wondered if it 
even made sense to do this because there are no salary dollars. What are the CIP 
codes used for? 
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Laurie responded that IPEDS and a lot of the agriculture programs use CIP codes for 
reporting.  CIPs are used for federal reporting as well.  There is also a program cost 
report that the system used to participate in.   
 
Sam commented that we do use the codes for all courses because it drove the 
formula.  Do we need to do this anymore?  Cecelia thought we do.  There are groups 
of programs that have different formulas attached to them.  Sam thought we went to a 
different funding system since then.  We are now looking at credit hours.   
 
With the new CIP codes, we will have to go through and assign new codes to programs 
and personnel.  AAC was not sure that it was helpful to assign codes at the course level.  
Lynn added that it would be nice to know if there is value in having those codes at the 
course level.  Sam will talk with BOR staff.   
 
Janice commented that for salary purposes, she would continue to send HR people to 
the VPAA offices to verify any discrepancies in CIP codes for personnel.   
 
 
 
Item 7.C Bargaining Update 
Jim Shekleton joined the meeting at this time. 
 
Jim commented that the bargaining agreement is now complete.  He added that his 
office is in the process of updating the guidelines documents.  Institutions can use the 
document that was included in the June BOR agenda item as the final version.  This can 
be shared on the campus level. 
 
Jim clarified that personnel up for promotion this year will be subject to the set of 
requirements in the Agreement.  Any waivers that come forward will be for the 
timeframe only, not the standards.  Applying for promotion separately from tenure is no 
longer an option.  They must come together.  Sam clarified that prior service credit is still 
an option for the institutions to use.    
 


